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This work presents an application-level perceptual ARQ algorithm for video streaming over 802.11e wireless networks. A sim-
ple and effective formula is proposed to combine the perceptual and temporal importance of each packet into a single priority
value, which is then used to drive the packet-selection process at each retransmission opportunity. Compared to the standard
802.11 MAC-layer ARQ scheme, the proposed technique delivers higher perceptual quality because it can retransmit only the most
perceptually important packets reducing retransmission bandwidth waste. Video streaming of H.264 test sequences has been simu-
lated with ns in a realistic 802.11e home scenario, in which the various kinds of traffic flows have been assigned to different 802.11e
access categories according to the Wi-Fi alliance WMM specification. Extensive simulations show that the proposed method con-
sistently outperforms the standard link-layer 802.11 retransmission scheme, delivering PSNR gains up to 12 dB while achieving
low transmission delay and limited impact on concurrent traffic. Moreover, comparisons with a MAC-level ARQ scheme which
adapts the retry limit to the type of frame contained in packets and with an application-level deadline-based priority retransmis-
sion scheme show that the PSNR gain offered by the proposed algorithm is significant, up to 5 dB. Additional results obtained in
a scenario in which the transmission relies on an intermediate node (i.e., the access point) further confirms the consistency of the
perceptual ARQ performance. Finally, results obtained by varying network conditions such as congestion and channel noise levels
show the consistency of the improvements achieved by the proposed algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

The IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networking standard [1]
provides network access capabilities to an ever expanding ar-
ray of devices, including multimedia-enabled devices. The
802.11 standard addresses channel noise and MAC-level col-
lision issues by means of a link-layer automatic repeat request
(ARQ) scheme. This mechanism is well suited for generic
data transmission, because it is fast and simple to implement.
However, for the specific—and increasingly important—case
of multimedia traffic, more advanced ARQ techniques could
deliver higher perceptual quality as well as use network re-
sources more efficiently.

Multimedia communications exhibit peculiar features if
compared with conventional data transmissions. Two of the
most important characteristics of multimedia streams, in
fact, are the highly nonuniform perceptual importance of
data and the strong time sensitivity. Most ARQ techniques
designed for multimedia communications often consider

one or both characteristics. For instance, the Soft ARQ pro-
posal [2] avoids retransmitting late data that would not be
useful at the decoder, thus saving bandwidth. This technique
has also been adapted to deal with layered encoded streams.

Other works focused on optimizing prioritization mech-
anisms in order to take advantage of the different percep-
tual importance of the syntax elements contained in a com-
pressed multimedia bitstream. For instance, video packets
can be protected by different error correcting codes depend-
ing on the type of frame to which the packets belong, as in
[3], in which an additional ARQ scheme that privileges the
most important classes of data is also implemented by means
of different retry limit values. The work in [4] proposes to
schedule video frames according to the priority given by their
position inside the group of pictures (GOP), and at the same
time, it assigns different priorities to motion and texture in-
formation contained in each packet. A retry limit adaptation
scheme for layered video has been proposed in [5]. That work
presents an algorithm which can dynamically determine the
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best retry limit value for each layer, depending on channel
error and MAC-level buffer overflow probabilities, in a pri-
ority queueing transmission system.

Further improvements can be achieved by optimizing the
transmission policy for each single packet rather than relying
on a priori determination of the average importance of the
elements contained in the compressed bitstream [6, 7]. In
the low-delay wireless video transmission system presented
in [8], for instance, packets are retransmitted or not depend-
ing on whether the distortion caused by their loss is above
a given threshold. However, it is not clear how to optimally
determine such threshold. Given a way to associate distor-
tion values to each packet, rate-distortion optimization of the
transmission policies has also been proposed [9–11].

This work addresses the specific case of video streaming
over a congested 802.11 network. In order to overcome the
limitations of the standard 802.11 MAC-level ARQ which re-
transmits all packets regardless of their importance, we pro-
pose a cross-layer perceptual ARQ scheme which exploits in-
formation about the perceptual and the temporal importance
of each packet. The proposed ARQ scheme is composed of
three parts: an algorithm which determines retransmission
opportunities, a retransmission scheduling algorithm, and a
formula to compute a priority value for each packet. More
specifically, first a set of retransmission opportunities is de-
termined at the beginning of each GOP, then the schedul-
ing algorithm retransmits packets according to their prior-
ity and on the basis of the receiver feedback. The priority
of each packet is computed using a simple and flexible for-
mula that combines perceptual importance and maximum
delay constraint. Perceptual importance is evaluated using
the analysis-by-synthesis technique [10], which is explained
in Section 3.

This paper presents a detailed analysis of the cross-layer
perceptual ARQ scheme first presented in [12]. Extensive
simulation results quantify the impact of the main algorithm
parameters and illustrate how varying levels of congestion or
channel noise affect the performance of the proposed ARQ
scheme. This work focuses on a congested 802.11e home
network scenario in which the access point represents the
home access gateway (HAG). Test H.264 video transmissions
in presence of several concurrent interfering flows are simu-
lated. Two scenarios have been considered: direct transmis-
sion, from the access point to a PC, and indirect transmis-
sion from the PC to a TV set, relaying on the access point.
Both perceptual video quality (as measured by PSNR) and
network performance metrics are obtained in different con-
ditions and for different values of the main algorithm pa-
rameters, such as the maximum retransmission bandwidth.
Moreover, the sensitivity of the proposed technique to vari-
ations in the scenario (i.e., the amount of concurrent traf-
fic and channel noise) has also been evaluated. Besides the
standard MAC-level ARQ scheme, two reference techniques
have been implemented and studied for comparison pur-
poses. The first technique is a deadline-driven application-
level ARQ in which the highest retransmission priority is
given to the packet whose playout deadline is the nearest,
similarly to [2]. The second one is a MAC-level ARQ tech-
nique which imposes different retry limits value for each type

of packet, as proposed in [3], to give unequal protection to
the various elements of the video sequence.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews the H.264 standard focusing on
communication issues. Then, Section 3 provides details on
the analysis-by-synthesis distortion estimation technique,
which is used compute perceptual importance values. Sec-
tion 4 describes the cross-layer ARQ technique studied in this
work. Simulation setup and an extensive discussion of results
are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, con-
clusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. H.264 VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS

In this work, we consider video communications based on
the state-of-the-art H.264 video codec [13, 14]. This codec is
particularly suitable for transmission over packet networks.
In fact, one of the most interesting characteristics of the
H.264 standard is the attempt to decouple the coding aspects
from the bitstream adaptation needed to transmit it over a
particular channel. The part of the standard that deals with
the coding aspects is called Video Coding Layer (VCL), while
the other is the network adaptation layer (NAL).

As in previous video coding standards, the H.264 VCL
groups consecutive macroblocks into slices, that are the
smallest independently decodable units. Slices are important
because they allow to subdivide the coded bitstream into in-
dependent packets, so that the loss of a packet does not affect
the ability of the receiver to decode the bitstream of others.

Differently from other video coding standards, the H.264
provides a NAL which aims to efficiently support transmis-
sion over IP networks [15]. In particular, it relies on the
use of the real-time transport protocol (RTP), which is well
suited for real-time wired and wireless multimedia trans-
missions. The implementation of our proposed algorithm is
compliant with this NAL specification.

However, some dependencies exist between the VCL and
the NAL. For instance, the packetization process is improved
if the VCL is instructed to create slices of about the same size
of the packets and the NAL told to put only one slice per
packet, thus creating independently decodable packets. The
packetization strategy, as the frame subdivision into slices, is
not standardized and the encoder has the possibility to vary
both of them for each frame. Usually, however, the maximum
packet size (hence slice size) is limited and slices cannot be
too short due to the resulting overhead that would reduce
coding efficiency.

3. DISTORTION ESTIMATION

The quality of multimedia communications over packet net-
works may be impaired in case of packet loss. The amount of
quality degradation strongly vary depending on the impor-
tance of the lost data. In order to design efficient loss protec-
tion mechanisms, a reliable importance estimation method
for multimedia data is needed. Such importance is often de-
fined a priori, based on the average importance of the ele-
ments of the compressed bitstream, as with the data parti-
tioning approach.
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In order to provide a quantitative importance estima-
tion method at a finer level of granularity, we define the im-
portance of a video coding element, such as a macroblock
or a packet, as a value proportional to the distortion that
would be introduced at the decoder by the loss of that specific
element. The potential distortion of each element, could,
therefore, be computed using the analysis-by-synthesis tech-
nique [10]. The conceptual scheme is depicted in Figure 1. In
this work, we apply the analysis-by-synthesis technique on
a packet basis. Hence, the video sequence has to be coded
and packetized before the activation of the algorithm. The
analysis-by-synthesis distortion estimation algorithm per-
forms, for each packet, the following steps:

(1) decoding, including concealment, of the bitstream
simulating the loss of the packet being analyzed (syn-
thesis stage);

(2) quality evaluation, that is, computation of the distor-
tion caused by the loss of the packet. The original and
the reconstructed picture after concealment are com-
pared using, for example, MSE;

(3) storage of the obtained value as an indication of the
perceptual importance of the analyzed video packet.

The previous operations can be implemented with small
modifications of the standard encoding process. The en-
coder, in fact, usually reconstructs the coded pictures sim-
ulating the decoder operations, since this is needed for
motion-compensated prediction. If step (1) of the analysis-
by-synthesis algorithm exploits the operations of the encod-
ing software, complexity is only due to the simulation of the
concealment algorithm. In case of simple temporal conceal-
ment techniques, this is trivial and the task is reduced to pro-
vide the data to the quality evaluation algorithm.

The analysis-by-synthesis technique, as a principle, can
be applied to any video coding standard. In fact, it is based
on repeating the same steps that a standard decoder would
perform, including error concealment. Obviously, the im-
portance values computed with the analysis-by-synthesis al-
gorithm are dependent on a particular encoding, that is, if
the video sequence is compressed with a different encoder or
using a different packetization, values will be different. Note,
however, that in principle the analysis-by-synthesis scheme
does not impose any particular restriction on encoding pa-
rameters or packetization.

Due to the interdependencies usually present between
data units, the simulation of the loss of an isolated data unit
is not completely realistic, particularly for high packet loss
rates. Every possible combination of events should ideally
be considered, weighted by its probability, and its distor-
tion computed by the analysis-by-synthesis technique, ob-
taining the expected distortion value. For simplicity, how-
ever, we assume that all preceding data units have been cor-
rectly received and decoded. Nevertheless, this leads to a
useful approximation as demonstrated by some applications
of the analysis-by-synthesis approach to MPEG-coded video
[6, 7, 10]. The results section will show the effectiveness of
the proposed video transmission algorithm which relies on
these distortion values.

The application of the analysis-by-synthesis method is
straightforward when considering elements of the video
stream which do not contribute to later referenced frames,
since the mismatch due to concealment does not propagate.
If propagation is possible, the distortion caused in subse-
quent frames should be evaluated until it becomes negli-
gible, for instance, at the beginning of the next group of
pictures (GOP) for MPEG video, or until its value falls be-
low a given threshold. In this case, the complexity of the
proposed approach could be high, but it is still suitable for
stored-video scenarios that allow precomputation. In order
to reduce complexity, statistical studies on many different
video sequences have been conducted and a model-based ap-
proach [16] has been developed. According to that model,
the encoder computes the distortion that would be caused
by the loss of the packet into the current frame and then,
using a simple formula, it computes an estimation of the
total distortion which includes future frames. The reader is
referred to the work in [16] for further details.

4. IMPORTANCE-BASED CROSS-LAYER ARQ

4.1. Overview

This work proposes an application-level end-to-end ARQ
technique which relies on the perceptual and temporal im-
portance of each multimedia packet in order to optimize the
usage of retransmission bandwidth. The technique has been
designed to work with the IP/UDP/RTP protocol stack [17].
RTCP packets are used to provide feedback information.

According to the proposed technique, every packet is
transmitted once, then it is stored in a retransmission buffer
RTXbuf waiting for its acknowledgment. The receiver peri-
odically generates RTCP receiver reports (RR) containing an
ACK or a NACK for each transmitted packet. A NACK is gen-
erated when the receiver detects a missing packet by means of
the RTP sequence number. When a retransmission opportu-
nity is available, packets in the retransmission buffer are sent
in the order given by their combined temporal-perceptual
priority, as defined in Section 4.4.

A few key parameters can be used to tune the perfor-
mance of the proposed technique, for instance, the peak
transmission bandwidth Bpeak granted to retransmissions
and the relative weight of temporal with respect to percep-
tual importance.

4.2. Retransmission opportunities

The first step of the scheduling algorithm consists in deter-
mining the transmission time of each packet. The task is car-
ried out, at the beginning of each GOP, by equispacing the
packets of each frame inside their respective frame interval.

Let BGOP be the bandwidth needed to transmit the cur-
rent GOP and let Bpeak be the peak bandwidth granted to the
transmission, including retransmissions. Retransmission op-
portunities are identified using the following algorithm.

(1) Determine the number of retransmission opportuni-
ties Nrtx, for the current GOP, as Nrtx = �Bpeak −
BGOP�/Spck, where Spck is the average size of all the
packets belonging to the original video sequence.
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Figure 1: Conceptual scheme of the analysis-by-synthesis technique.

(2) Determine the time instants corresponding to the re-
transmission opportunities.

(2.1) Compute the total size, including retransmis-
sions, of each frame. Identify the smallest one.

(2.2) Set the time of a retransmission opportunity as
the midway between the time instant of the first
packet of the smallest frame (including retransmis-
sions) and the last packet of the previous frame.

(2.3) Repeat steps (2.1) and (2.2) until Nrtx opportu-
nities have been determined, considering at each
step the opportunities filled by packets of size Spck
and including them in the total frame size.

This procedure may create retransmission bursts between
each frame, but has the advantage to be simple to implement;
if desired, a more uniform distribution of the retransmission
opportunities can be designed. Note also that the opportuni-
ties will not be necessarily used completely.

4.3. Scheduling algorithm

The retransmission policy, illustrated in Figure 2, is imple-
mented by means of a retransmission buffer RTXbuf . After
that a packet is sent for the first time, it is placed in the
RTXbuf , waiting for its acknowledgment, and marked as un-
available for retransmission. When an ACK is received, the
corresponding packet in the RTXbuf is discarded because it
has been successfully transmitted. If a NACK is received, the
corresponding packet is marked as available for retransmis-
sion. Packets belonging to the RTXbuf that will never arrive at
the decoder in time for playback (considering the estimated
FTT) are discarded. To limit the impact of receiver report
losses, the sender piggybacks the highest sequence number
for which it received an ACK or a NACK. The receiver always
repeats in the receiver reports the status information for all
the packets whose sequence number is less than the piggy-
backed one.

A priority function (see Section 4.4) is computed for each
packet marked as available in the RTXbuf each time a new

Transmitted
video packets

Mark as “available”

NACK

RTXbuf

Discarded

ACK or
Δti,n < FTT max Vi,n

Channel

Figure 2: Diagram of the scheduling algorithm for packet retrans-
mission.

retransmission opportunity approaches. The packet with the
highest priority is then transmitted.

It is important to stress that the retransmission opportu-
nities computed according to Bpeak not necessarily will be ac-
tually used by the algorithm, leading to an actual bandwidth
usage which can be considerably lower than Bpeak.

4.4. Packet priority function

In a generic multimedia streaming scenario, each packet
must be available at the decoder a certain amount of time be-
fore it is played back to allow the decoder to process it. Let tn
be the time the nth frame is played back. All packets contain-
ing data needed to synthesize the nth frame must be available
at the decoder at time tn − TP , where TP is the decoder pro-
cessing time. Note that data dependencies in the coded video
(e.g., due to reference to future frames) must also be consid-
ered.

We define deadline of a packet as the time instant at which
that packet must be available at the decoder to be played back
correctly. Let ti,n be the deadline of a packet i belonging to the
nth frame. From the definition, it is clear that ti,n = tn−TP . If
a packet never arrives or it arrives after ti,n, it will cause a dis-
tortion increase Di,n that can be evaluated using the analysis-
by-synthesis technique.

Obviously, the sender should always select a packet for
transmission only among the ones that can arrive before their
deadline, that is, ti,n > ts + FTT, where ts is the instant of
the next retransmission opportunity and FTT (forward trip
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time) is the time needed to transmit the packet, which is typ-
ically time-varying depending on the network state. Defining
the distance from the deadline as Δti,n = ti,n− ts, the previous
condition can be rewritten as Δti,n > FTT.

A policy is needed to choose which packet must be re-
transmitted and in which order, because at any given time
several packets satisfy the condition Δti,n > FTT. Consider,
for instance, the packets containing the video data of a cer-
tain frame, each packet has the same Δti,n. Within a frame,
the sender should transmit, or retransmit, the packet with
the highest Di,n that has not been yet successfully received.
The decision is not as clear when choosing between sending
an element A with low distortion DA,n−1 in an older frame
and an element B with high distortion DB,n in a newer frame.
In other words, there is a tradeoff between the importance
of the video data and its distance from the deadline (which
can be seen as a sort of temporal importance.) A reason
in favor of sending A is because its playback time is nearer
(ΔtA,n−1 < ΔtB,n), that reduces the number of opportunities
to send it. On the other hand, if B arrives at the decoder, it
will reduce the potential distortion of a value greater than A
(because DB,n > DA,n−1.) A detailed study of the problem can
be found in [2].

A criterion is needed to select, at each retransmission op-
portunity, the video packet which maximizes the expected
quality of the transmission. We propose to compute, for each
packet, a priority function of both its potential distortion and
its distance from the deadline:

Vi,n = f
(
Di,n;Δti,n

)
. (1)

Packets will then be sorted by Vi,n and the one with the
highest priority value is sent. The issue is to find an effective,
and, if possible, simple function that combines the distortion
value with the distance from the deadline. We propose to use
the following function:

Vi,n = Di,n + wC
1

Δti,n
. (2)

The normalization factor C is computed as

C = Di,n · TB, (3)

where TB is the receiver buffer length, in seconds, and Di,n is
the average packet distortion. The normalization factor, C, is
designed to balance the perceptual and temporal importance
of the packet for the average case. The size of the receiver
buffer TB is, in fact, approximately equal to the mean value
of the distance from the deadline, assuming that the receiver
buffer is almost full. The weighting factor w in (2) is intro-
duced to control the relative importance of the perceptual
and temporal terms of the formula.

5. SIMULATION SCENARIO

The network simulator ns [18] has been used to assess the
performance of the proposed technique. An 802.11e MAC
layer [19] has been configured to operate over an 802.11a
physical layer with a channel bandwidth of 36 Mbit/s. A
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Figure 3: Home network scenario used in the experiments. The
tested H.264 video stream is transmitted from the home access gate-
way (HAG), that is, the access point, to the PC (scenario 1) or from
the PC to the TV set (scenario 2). The solid lines show the actual
path of the transmitted packets, while the dashed lines indicate log-
ical connections.

packet error model has been implemented in ns based on
BER curves obtained from 802.11 channel measurements,
with different noise levels and packet sizes.

We simulated an H.264 video streaming transmission in a
realistic home network scenario, in which many wireless de-
vices, that is, three TV sets, a DVD player, a PC, and a VoIP
terminal, all share the same physical bandwidth. The home
access gateway is represented by the access point. Three con-
current video transmissions, a VoIP call, an FTP transfer as
well as the H.264 video transmission under test, are active
at the same time. Two scenarios have been analyzed. In sce-
nario 1, the H.264 packets originate from the access point
and they are directly sent to the PC, while in scenario 2, the
H.264 packets are sent from the PC to the TV #1 by means
of the access point which acts as a relay node. Both scenarios
are depicted in Figure 3.

Tests have been performed using three different standard
sequences (paris, tempete, bus) at CIF (352 × 288) resolu-
tion. They were encoded using version 6.1e of the H.264
test model software [13] with a fixed quantization parameter.
The GOP encoding scheme is IBBPBBPBBPBB. The charac-
teristics of the tested video sequences are shown in Table 1.
Each sequence is concatenated with itself to reach a length of
approximately 500 seconds. The video encoder is instructed
to make RTP packets whose size is approximately constant.
Unless otherwise noted, the playout buffer size is 1-second
long. The decoder implements a simple temporal conceal-
ment technique that replaces a corrupted or missing mac-
roblock with the macroblock in the same position in the pre-
vious frame.

The assignment of the various kinds of traffic to the
802.11e access categories has been based on the Wi-Fi al-
liance WMM specification [20]. The FTP stream is assigned
to the lowest priority class, that is, access category (AC)
0. The tested H.264 stream is assigned to AC1, while all
the remaining video flows are sent as AC2. The VoIP and
the receiver reports flows are assigned to AC3, which pro-
vides the highest available QoS. This assignment provides
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Table 1: Characteristics of the sequences used as H.264 streams.

Sequence
Avg. bitrate Encoding

Resolution
Frame rate Maximum packet Avg. number

(kbit/s) distortion (dB) (fps) size (bytes) of packets/s

Paris 765 35.68 352× 288 30 750 146

Tempete 1205 34.23 352× 288 30 1200 141

Bus 1304 34.25 352× 288 30 750 235

Table 2: Access category assignment for all traffic.

Access category Stream Bandwidth

AC0 FTP Variable

AC1 Tested H.264 765–1304 kbit/s

Video #1 1.5 Mbit/s

AC2 Video #2 3 Mbit/s

Video #3 6 Mbit/s

AC3 VoIP 72 kbit/s

RTP receiver reports 3–6 kbit/s

the maximum protection against receiver report losses. The
maximum number of MAC retransmissions is seven for all
the classes except AC1, for which no MAC-level retransmis-
sions are used unless MAC-level ARQ techniques are sim-
ulated. We assigned the tested H.264 video stream and the
other video flows to different access categories because the
retry limit can be specified only for each access category and
not for each flow. To ensure fairness in the comparisons,
however, the tested H.264 stream flow has been assigned to
an access category whose priority is lower than the other
video streams. Table 2 summarizes the assignments and the
bandwidth of each flow. Note that the rate of the RTCP flow
due to the receiver reports is very modest. It ranges from 3 to
6 kbit/s for a 100 milliseconds receiver report interval, and,
if needed, could be further improved by packing ACK and
NACK information more efficiently than the current imple-
mentation.

6. RESULTS

6.1. MAC-level ARQ techniques

First, the performance of the MAC-level ARQ techniques is
presented. Two techniques have been studied. The first one
is the current 802.11 standard ARQ implementation without
any modification. The second technique employs MAC-level
retransmissions with a different retry limit depending on the
characteristics of the data contained in the packet, which al-
lows MAC-level unequal protection as done in [3]. We di-
vided the video flow into two classes, the first one contain-
ing packets belonging to I and P frames, and the second one
for the rest of the packets (B frames), and we tested several
retry limit values (RLI ,P , RLB) for these two classes. We refer
to this technique as the class-based retry-limit (CBRL) ARQ
technique.

As a reference for comparisons, the performance of both
techniques as a function of the retry limit has been studied
for both the paris and the tempete sequences. For the MAC-

level ARQ scheme, we varied the retry limit of the AC1 class,
while for the CBRL ARQ technique, various combinations
of retry limit values (RLI ,P ,RLB) have been used, in particu-
lar, for the case RLI ,P = RLB + 1 and RLI ,P = RLB + 2. The
PSNR performance of the MAC-level and the CBRL ARQ
techniques is nearly equivalent and the maximum is achieved
when RLI ,P is equal to four. For higher retry limit values, the
performance slightly decreases due to the higher packet de-
lay caused by the increased network congestion. The higher
packet delay, in fact, causes the expiration of the MAC-level
timeout of many packets. The used bandwidth, expressed as
a percentage of the average bitrate of the original sequence,
shows a saturation effect when the retry limit is increased
over a certain threshold, that is, about four in our simula-
tions. However, note that the number of packets in queues
is limited, although infinite size queues are assumed due to
the MAC-level timeout. The corresponding used bandwidth
is about 120%, that is, 20% of the bandwidth is used for re-
transmissions. The best results obtained with the MAC-level
and the CBRL ARQ techniques will be used as reference val-
ues in the rest of the paper.

6.2. Application-level ARQ techniques:
direct transmission (scenario 1)

This section is aimed at investigating the performance of
the proposed perceptual ARQ algorithm in scenario 1 by
means of performance indicators such as the PSNR value
and the used bandwidth. Moreover, the impact of the two
main parameters of the algorithm, namely, the peak band-
width (Bpeak) and the weighting parameter (w), will also be
examined. In addition to the MAC-level and CBRL ARQ
techniques, another retransmission scheme, that is, the Soft
ARQ, will be used as reference to evaluate the performance
of the proposed perceptual ARQ algorithm. The Soft ARQ
proposal [2] assigns the highest retransmission priority to
the packet whose playout deadline is the nearest. Packets
whose deadline is the same (belonging to the same frame) are
retransmitted sequentially. The algorithm implements the
same strategy of our proposed application-level ARQ tech-
nique to compute retransmission opportunities, but the dis-
tortion term in (2) is not considered.

Figure 4 shows the performance in terms of PSNR of
the proposed ARQ technique as a function of the peak
bandwidth parameter, which is expressed as a percent-
age of the sequence average bitrate, for different values of
the w parameter when the tempete sequence is transmit-
ted. The graph also includes the three reference ARQ tech-
niques. The dashed curve shows the performance of the Soft
ARQ scheme, while the best performance achieved by the
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MAC-level and the CBRL ARQ techniques, as determined
in Section 6.1 by varying the MAC-level retry limit, is repre-
sented by two horizontal lines. In fact, for these two reference
techniques, it is not possible to impose a peak bandwidth pa-
rameter Bpeak constraint and the average used bandwidth is
only indirectly controlled by means of the retry limit.

The proposed perceptual ARQ technique achieves a con-
sistent performance gain, up to 0.8 dB, with respect to the
best performance achieved by the standard MAC-level ARQ
technique, while the gain with respect to the best perfor-
mance of the CBRL ARQ technique is up to 0.5 dB, provided
that the Bpeak parameter is set higher than about 127%. Since
this percentage value is computed with reference to the aver-
age bitrate of the video sequence, a value less than 127% may
impose a bandwidth constraint which is sometimes lower
than the instantaneous bitrate of the video sequence. This is
the main reason of the performance decrease under the Bpeak

value. Hence, it is recommended that the Bpeak parameter is
set to about 130% (or higher values), as done for a large part
of the results presented in this paper. With this Bpeak setting,
the bandwidth usage of the proposed ARQ technique is equal
or slightly higher than the one used by the two reference tech-
niques and the impact on concurrent traffic is very limited, as
it will be shown later in this section. Hence, the 130% value
represents the best tradeoff for video streaming applications
in scenario 1.

The Soft ARQ performance in Figure 4 shows that for
the same Bpeak parameter the distortion term in (2) plays an
important role. In fact, using the perceptual importance of
each packet when selecting the packet to retransmit allows to
achieve the error-free performance for a smaller peak band-
width value. Note that the saturation value in the graph is
equal to the encoding distortion. Different values of the w
parameter have a significant impact on the performance, es-
pecially when the Bpeak parameter is low. In this situation, the
best value for thew parameter is zero, thus the packets should
be retransmitted based on the perceptual importance only,
that is, the distortion term in (2). If the Bpeak parameter is
increased, the best PSNR performance of the proposed tech-
nique is achieved for progressively increasing values of the
w parameter. This effect can be observed in Figure 5, which
presents the PSNR values as a function of thew parameter for
different Bpeak values. Each curve presents a maximum for
progressively increasing values of w until flatness when the
values reach the error-free PSNR performance. For the rec-
ommended Bpeak value of approximately 130%, performance
maximization is achieved using a w value equal to about one.

The results of the same set of experiments for the paris
sequence are shown in Figure 6. The behavior is similar to
the case of the tempete sequence. The performance gain is
up to 0.5 dB when considering the best performance of the
standard MAC-level ARQ technique, and up to 0.8 dB for the
case of the CBRL ARQ technique.

Figure 7 shows the results achieved with the bus se-
quence. For this sequence, the performance of the standard
MAC-level and the CBRL ARQ techniques are not shown be-
cause they are very low compared to the other results. The
best performance of the standard MAC-level ARQ technique
is 21.21 dB. The CBRL ARQ technique also provides similar
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Figure 4: PSNR as a function of the peak bandwidth for the pro-
posed ARQ scheme for different values of the w parameter, com-
pared to the Soft ARQ technique and to the best performance of the
MAC-level and CBRL ARQ schemes (tempete sequence).
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Figure 5: PSNR as a function of w parameter for the proposed per-
ceptual ARQ technique (tempete sequence).

performance (23.72 dB), which is well below the acceptable
quality threshold. Hence, the gain of the proposed algorithm
with respect to the MAC-level ARQ technique is up to 12 dB.

Note that the performance of the MAC-level ARQ
schemes for the case of the bus and tempete sequences is
strongly different despite the similar sequence average bi-
trate. The fact can be explained noting that the bus sequence
is packetized into about 66% more packets per second com-
pared to the tempete sequence (please refer to the last col-
umn of Table 1). The higher number of packets of the bus
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sequence causes a saturation effect in the 802.11 network.
Consequently, the performance drastically decreases. The
application-level ARQ algorithms, instead, cause a lower
number of network access attempts because packets are never
retransmitted at the MAC level, hence good performance can
be achieved in this congested scenarios as shown by the re-
sults. In this situation, it is very important to use retransmis-
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Figure 8: Used bandwidth as a function of the peak bandwidth for
the proposed ARQ scheme, compared to the Soft ARQ technique
and to the value corresponding to the best PSNR performance of
the MAC-level and CBRL ARQ schemes (paris sequence).

sion opportunities for more perceptually important packets,
as shown by the curve with w equal to zero. Moreover, when
packets have the same playout deadline, the proposed per-
ceptual ARQ technique selects them for retransmission in de-
creasing order of perceptual importance because in this case
the total importance value is influenced only by the left term
in (2). The Soft ARQ technique, instead, does not exploit the
different perceptual importance of the packets and retrans-
mits packets with the same deadline sequentially. This behav-
ior leads to lower performance compared to the perceptual
ARQ algorithm.

Figure 8 shows the average bandwidth used by the var-
ious algorithms, expressed as a percentage of the sequence
average bitrate. Note that the value is much lower than the
corresponding peak bandwidth parameter (Bpeak). The peak
transmission bandwidth, in fact, is fully used only when a
GOP has much higher bandwidth than the average. There-
fore, if Bpeak is increased, the PSNR gain comes from allow-
ing the algorithm to timely retransmit a higher number of
packets when it is more needed. The two horizontal lines in
the graph represent the bandwidth usage of the MAC-level
and the CBRL ARQ techniques corresponding to their best
PSNR performance. On average, the perceptual ARQ algo-
rithm presents bandwidth usage similar to the MAC-level
ARQ and Soft ARQ techniques and slightly higher than CBRL
ARQ technique, up to 2% for the paris and tempete (not
shown) sequences. However, the PSNR performance of the
perceptual ARQ algorithm is consistently better than the
other algorithms.

Figure 9 shows the average used bandwidth for the bus
sequence. In this case, the difference is higher in comparison
with the MAC-level ARQ (up to 5%) and the CBRL ARQ
(up to 9%), but these algorithms are unable to provide an
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Figure 9: Used bandwidth as a function of the peak bandwidth for
the proposed ARQ scheme, compared to the Soft ARQ technique
and to the value corresponding to the best PSNR performance of
the MAC-level ARQ scheme (bus sequence).

acceptable video quality. The increase with respect to the Soft
ARQ technique is up to 8%, but the corresponding increase
of the proposed perceptual ARQ algorithm in terms of PSNR
gain is significant, up to 5 dB.

6.3. Application-level ARQ techniques:
transmission through a relay node (scenario 2)

The performance of the proposed perceptual ARQ algorithm
has also been evaluated when a node transmits the H.264
video sequence to another node by means of the access point
(scenario 2). In this case, the transmission originates from
the PC and is directed to a TV set, as shown in Figure 3. Note
that, in case of packet losses, the application-level ARQ tech-
niques (i.e., the proposed perceptual ARQ and the Soft ARQ)
employ an end-to-end retransmission approach, hence pack-
ets are sent again from the PC even if they are lost during
transmission from the AP to the TV set. In this scenario, we
also simulated the MAC-level and the CBRL ARQ techniques
for comparison purposes. However, note that to implement
the CBRL ARQ technique in this scenario, some mechanism
has to be designed to let the access point know the classifi-
cation of each video packet so that the correct retry limit for
each packet can be used, otherwise the retry limit informa-
tion would not be available at the access point.

Figures 10 and 11 show the PSNR performance of the
proposed technique as a function of the Bpeak parameter and
for different w values. The performance is compared with the
other three algorithms. The PSNR gain with respect to the
MAC-level ARQ is much more pronounced than in scenario
1, up to 6 dB. With respect to the CBRL ARQ technique,
the gain is still significant, up to 4 dB in the tempete case.
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Figure 10: PSNR as a function of the peak bandwidth for the pro-
posed ARQ scheme for different values of the w parameter, com-
pared to the Soft ARQ technique and to the best performance of the
MAC-level and CBRL ARQ schemes (paris sequence.) Transmission
through the relay node.
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posed ARQ scheme for different values of the w parameter, com-
pared to the Soft ARQ technique and to the best performance of the
MAC-level and CBRL ARQ schemes (tempete sequence.) Transmis-
sion through the relay node.

The comparison with the Soft ARQ algorithm shows that the
PSNR gain is up to 3 dB if the value of the w which leads
to the best performance is chosen. Note also that the perfor-
mance of the proposed perceptual ARQ technique is more
sensible to the value of the w parameter than in scenario 1.
When the Bpeak parameter is low, the w parameter should
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Figure 12: Used bandwidth as a function of the peak bandwidth
for the proposed ARQ scheme, compared to the Soft ARQ technique
and to the value corresponding to the best PSNR performance of the
MAC-level and CBRL ARQ schemes (paris sequence). Transmission
through the relay node.

be equal to zero, so that the most perceptually important
packets are privileged when a retransmission opportunity is
available. The case of the bus sequence is not shown because
none of the considered techniques is able to achieve an ac-
ceptable performance. In this case, all packets in the net-
work experience long access delays due to the large number
of packets offered to the network, and this causes a general-
ized performance decrease.

In Figure 12, the average used bandwidth for the paris
sequence in scenario 2 is reported. The perceptual ARQ
technique shows a used bandwidth increase with respect to
the MAC-level and the CBRL ARQ techniques up to about
25% of the sequence average bitrate, however a considerable
PSNR gain is provided by the perceptual ARQ technique.
Moreover, the difference in used bandwidth is limited, about
5%, while the perceptual ARQ technique can achieve a PSNR
gain up to 2 dB (as seen in the previous graph) with respect
to the Soft ARQ technique. Simulations results thus indicate
that the proposed perceptual ARQ technique can be effec-
tively used in an infrastructured scenario to perform video
communication between nodes.

6.4. Delays

We now present further results obtained in scenario 1 in
which the video sequence under test is transmitted from the
access point to the destination node without using any inter-
mediate hop. The perceptual ARQ technique has also been
evaluated in terms of the average delay, which is reported in
Table 3. The results show that the MAC-level ARQ scheme
causes a relatively high delay for the tempete and bus se-
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Figure 13: PSNR as a function of the Video #3 bandwidth (varied
from 4 to 6 Mbps) for both the MAC-level ARQ and the proposed
ARQ scheme; paris sequence.

Table 3: Average delay (millisecond) for the standard MAC-level
ARQ and the proposed perceptual ARQ technique.

Sequence
MAC-level ARQ Perceptual ARQ

retry limit = 4 Bpeak=130% Bpeak = 200%

Paris 152 81 61

Tempete 870 76 49

Bus 1315 258 235

quences, about one second or more, which might be annoy-
ing in real-time applications. Note also that, for the bus se-
quence in the MAC-level ARQ case, the playout buffer had
to be increased to 2 seconds. On the contrary, the percep-
tual ARQ technique achieves a very low transmission de-
lay, especially in the paris and tempete cases (50–80 mil-
liseconds). The average delay for the bus sequence is slightly
higher, about 250 milliseconds, which however greatly im-
proves with respect to the 1.3 seconds average delay of the
MAC-level ARQ technique and it allows to use a 1 second
playout buffer as in the other cases. Moreover, increasing the
peak bandwidth parameter further reduces the transmission
delay. Hence, the proposed perceptual ARQ algorithm can
be very interesting in scenarios with very strict delay require-
ments.

6.5. Influence of the scenario

This section assesses the impact of variations in scenario 1
on the performance of the proposed perceptual ARQ tech-
nique. First, the effect of different network congestion levels
is evaluated. Figures 13 and 14 show the PSNR perfor-
mance as a function of the bandwidth of the heaviest video
flow (Video #3), varied from 4 Mbit/s to 6 Mbit/s. As illus-
trated in the graphs, the proposed ARQ technique is only
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Table 4: Packet loss rate (%) of concurrent traffic for different retransmission schemes. Bpeak is equal to 130% for the application-level ARQ
schemes. The table shows the highest observed value.

Sequence Traffic flow MAC-level ARQ Soft ARQ Perceptual ARQ

Paris

Video #1 17.31 17.40 15.64

Video #2 18.51 18.64 17.40

Video #3 17.52 17.72 15.69

VoIP 0.002 0.00 0.253

Tempete

Video #1 19.98 19.93 20.24

Video #2 21.39 21.27 21.69

Video #3 20.46 20.59 20.80

VoIP 0.002 0.00 0.004

Bus

Video #1 19.45 22.16 23.06

Video #2 21.05 23.74 24.71

Video #3 20.39 23.60 24.55

VoIP 0.003 0.00 0.00
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Figure 14: PSNR as a function of the Video #3 bandwidth (varied
from 4 to 6 Mbps) for both the MAC-level ARQ and the proposed
ARQ scheme; tempete sequence.

minimally affected by the augmented network load, while the
MAC-level ARQ suffers a sharp decrease in terms of PSNR
performance. Note also that the Video #3 transmission is re-
layed by the access point, hence the actual traffic offered to
the network is doubled compared to the nominal bitrate.

Figure 15 compares the PSNR performance of the pro-
posed perceptual ARQ and the MAC-level ARQ techniques
as a function of the average channel noise level, for the bus
sequence. Besides the performance gap between the percep-
tual and MAC-level ARQ, it is interesting to note that the
perceptual ARQ performance is almost constant over the full
range of the considered noise level.

The last set of results investigates the impact of the var-
ious ARQ techniques on the concurrent traffic. Results are
shown in Table 4, in terms of the packet loss rate experienced
by the various traffic flows, except the FTP flow which is not
included because the throughput it can deliver is very lim-
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Figure 15: PSNR as a function of channel noise for both the MAC-
level ARQ and the proposed ARQ scheme; bus sequence.

ited and not significant due to the high network congestion.
The results compare three techniques, namely, the MAC-
level ARQ, Soft ARQ, and the proposed perceptual ARQ, for
the three considered video sequences. The shown values rep-
resent the highest packet loss rate measured in the simula-
tions. The Bpeak parameter is set equal to 130%, which is
the saturation point for the PSNR performance of the pro-
posed perceptual ARQ technique in scenario 1. For all the
three concurrent high-bandwidth video flows, the packet loss
rate increase is less than 0.34% when using the perceptual
ARQ instead of the MAC-level ARQ technique for the tem-
pete sequence. For the paris video sequence, the perceptual
ARQ technique causes a lower packet loss rate compared to
the MAC-level ARQ. The packet loss rate slightly increases
in the bus case (up to 4.16%); however, the proposed per-
ceptual ARQ technique is able to deliver an acceptable qual-
ity while in the same conditions, the degradation using the
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MAC-level ARQ is intolerable. Similar considerations hold
when the perceptual ARQ technique is compared with the
Soft ARQ technique, but in this case the packet loss differ-
ence is smaller. Finally, the results show that the impact on
the VoIP transmission, which is assigned to AC3, that is, the
highest-QoS access category, is negligible in all cases.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented and investigated the perfor-
mance of a perceptual ARQ algorithm for video streaming
over 802.11e wireless networks. The algorithm uses a sim-
ple and effective formula in order to combine the percep-
tual and temporal importance of each packet into a single
priority value, which is then used to drive the packet selec-
tion process at each retransmission opportunity. Extensive
simulations of H.264 video streaming in a heavily congested
802.11e home scenario have been carried out by means of
ns. The results show that the proposed method consistently
outperforms the standard link-layer 802.11 retransmission
scheme, with PSNR gains up to 12 dB. Comparisons with a
MAC-level ARQ scheme which adjusts the retry limit of each
packet based on the frame type and with an application-level
deadline-based priority retransmission scheme show that the
PSNR gain offered by the proposed perceptual ARQ algo-
rithm is significant, up to 5 dB. Further results indicate that
the proposed algorithm presents a very low transmission de-
lay and a limited impact on concurrent traffic. Finally, con-
sistent performance is achieved with various network con-
gestion and channel noise levels.
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